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Abstract—The importance of federated information retrieval
(FIR) is growing in humanities research. Unlike traditional
centralized information retrieval methods, where searches are
conducted within a logically centralised collection of documents,
FIR treats each information system as an independent source
with its own unique characteristics. Searching these systems
together as a centralised source results in lower precision in
humanities research, even when the research data itself is
structured and stored according to standardised guidelines such
as EpiDoc, and requires the need to be able to trace the origin
of records to avoid incorrect historical conclusions. Matching of
queries against all data sets in each source is proving less effective.
A global search index that enables traceable matching of key
values deemed relevant would provide a more robust solution
here. In this article, we propose a solution that introduces a
novel EpiDoc data matching procedure, facilitating traceable FIR
across distinct epigraphic sources.

I. INTRODUCTION

I
N THE field of humanities, the need for federated infor-

mation retrieval (FIR) is becoming increasingly important

[5], [13], [20], [21]. FIR refers to the process of searching

for relevant information across distributed and autonomous

information systems within a database federation. A database

federation provides a logical centralisation of data without the

need to change the physical implementation of databases and

maintain the identity of autonomous developed databases.

Information systems have emerged in some humanities

projects, e.g., the epigraphy projects “Epigraphische Daten-

bank zum antiken Kleinasien” (EDAK) [23] and “Collection of

Greek Ritual Norms” (CGRN) [3], they are not collaboratively

searchable because these information systems run in heteroge-

neous hardware and software environments, and have different

data models. Although both projects use an epigraphy-specific

XML format called EpiDoc [7], a customized version of TEI

(Text Encoding Initiative) [22], is additionally provided to

exchange research data. The purpose of the EpiDoc format is
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Fig. 1. Different “date” representations in EpiDoc. Top: EpiDoc file from the
CGRN project. Bottom: EpiDoc file from the EDAK project.

to enhance machine-readability, and effectively searching for

specific information within EpiDoc files relies on correctly

matching the research data extracted from these files across

different sources.

Although an EpiDoc schema was developed in each of

the two projects, in Fig. 1 it is shown that the general

structure is similar, however, in detail the XML tags are

applied differently. In an example, according to the TEI

guidelines, the XML tag “origDate” is used to represent dates.

In practice, concrete date specifications for “origDate” vary. In

CGRN a date presents a century and in EDAK an epoch (see

Fig. 1). When specifying the place, mapping from both sources

becomes even more difficult because the semantics of the place

terms are different. While in CGRN the place name is specified

in the XML tag “ref”, in EDAK the tag “placeName” is used

(see Fig. 2). Only an expert in this field can say exactly how

the places can be mapped onto each other. For an efficient

FIR, a correct matching of data sets from different sources

must be defined in advance to provide precise IR results.

In the humanities, mapping of data from different sources

is still done manually. The manual procedure is necessary
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Fig. 2. Two different representations of “placeName” in EpiDoc. Top:
EpiDoc file from the CGRN repository. Buttom: EpiDoc file from the EDAK
repository.

due to the need to achieve a high degree of precision in

semantic evaluation, which is crucial to avoid making false

statements about cultural artefacts. The current challenge is

to automatically match the data, which is stored in various

EpiDoc formats. Searching through hundreds upon thousands

of EpiDoc files can be challenging, so it can be advantageous

to transfer data represented in EpiDoc to a relational database.

The advantages of transforming data from EpiDoc into a

relational database are:

• (i) higher query answering performance because rela-

tional databases are optimized for query answering,

• (ii) scalability which makes relational databases a good

choice for large data sets, and

• (iii) opportunity to use pre-defined data types and to

define relationships between data elements.

In the CGRN and EDAK projects, relational mappings exist

beside the XML representations. We use both, the existing

relational mappings and the XML tags, to compute relevant

key values and use these values for our new indexing approach

for a precise and performant EpiDoc data matching. If the

relational mappings are missing, it is possible to use large

language models such as Generative Pre-trained Transformer

2 (GPT-2) [24] or other versions to generate the required rela-

tional mappings. Computing the relational mappings is done

by entering the specific EpiDoc schemas into the language

model, which can then generate the required mappings.

This article presents a novel method to overcome the

difficulties of automatically matching epigraphic data from

different sources with different EpiDoc schemas while ensur-

ing semantic precision. The proposed method offers potential

benefits for humanities scholars by maintaining precision

while minimising heterogeneity caused by differences in data

semantics. Furthermore, the proposed EpiDoc data matching

approach can be applied to an FIR to offer scholars in

the humanities access to a wider range of information from

distributed and autonomous sources.

The remaining article is structured as follows: Section II

gives an overview of some work on the representation of

epigraphic data, as well as selected approaches to match

these data. Section III describes a new matching process for

epigraphic research data to enhance correct semantic mapping.

This process provides the basis for enabling FIR, which is

described in Section IV. Section V concludes this article and

gives an outlook.

II. RELATED WORK

Studies emphasise the need for careful selection of reposito-

ries in federated search to avoid describing objects that are not

searchable. A prototype federated search engine [17] or cross-

domain information system [11] has been developed to address

this problem by integrating selected repositories. However,

manual mapping is usually required to link different content

with high precision. This article proposes an automatic data

mapping that eliminates the need for manual mapping.

Data in EpiDoc.XML is syntactically represented as XML

documents. Existing work on XML matching can be applied

for schema matching and mapping. These methods typically

begin with element-level similarity assessment [1] and then ex-

tend to data set level comparison [10]. For comparing EpiDoc

data sets, this article suggests adopting similarity functions

used for XML elements, such as Levenshtein distance [14]

or the Soundex algorithm [9]. The overall similarity between

data sets can be evaluated using metrics like Jaccard distance

[8].

Applications processing semi-structured data often require

schema matching for tasks like schema integration and schema

clustering. Previous research, such as [10] and [18], has

defined similarity functions for semi-structured data (DTDs)

and schema fragments (from XSD) to address these needs. In

our approach, we can focus specifically on matching different

variants of EpiDoc, assuming that all input data are in this

format. This eliminates the need to rely on general schema

matching algorithms and allows us to treat the different

EpiDoc variants as dialects of the same language.

III. MATCHING OF EPIGRAPHIC RESEARCH DATA

Matching data sets involves the process of comparing two or

more data sets to identify similar elements. In the following the

general process of matching data and the process of matching

EpiDoc data are presented (cf. [4] and see Fig. 3).

A. General Process of Matching Data

a) Data pre-processing: The initial step in data pre-

processing involves preparing the data sets for matching. This

involves cleaning, formatting, and standardizing the data sets

to ensure compatibility and effective comparison. This may

also include removing duplicates and identifying missing data.

b) Indexing: The complexity of matching records in-

creases with the number of records to be matched. Indexing

is a strategy to pre-select potential matches and leads to a

reduction in the number of matches. Indexing usually involves

identifying the key variables that will be used to match the data

sets. These variables may include unique identifiers, such as

the titles of editions, dates, or places. A traditional indexing
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Fig. 3. The general process of matching n data sets. Based on [4] (extended)

method has the name blocking [2]. The method compares only

those records that are based on the same so-called blocking

criteria. In this article, we present an advanced blocking

method that considers both the XML and relational structure

of databases created based on the XML files to determine

the matching criteria and then identify the candidate pairs

for comparison.

c) Comparison: In this step, the data sets are compared

to identify matches. For this purpose, the similarity between

the key values used during indexing, but also additional other

values, will be calculated.

d) Classification: Based on the data set comparison, the

matching records are classified as match or non-match.

e) Evaluation: The final step involves validating the

matched data sets and reviewing the results for accuracy

and completeness. This may involve checking for errors,

inconsistencies, or missing data and making any necessary ad-

justments.

B. Process of Matching EpiDoc Data

1) Data Pre-processing: As a starting point, we use the

EpiDoc files from the projects EDAK and CGRN. The EpiDoc

data are transformed into a relational database using the so-

called databasing on demand (DBoD) approach [12], [19].

The DBoD approach is used for building project-specific

information systems on demand in a few hours and with few

resources. The DBoD process consists of the following steps:

1) Transformation of all EpiDoc files into one CSV file.

The mapping of the EpiDoc XML elements into a

canonical mapping was carried out via the widely used

EpiDoc XSLT stylesheets [6] as defined by epigraphers

(cf. data representations on the websites: [3], [23]).

2) Insert all the data from the CSV file in a database

instance.

From the website it could be inferred that both projects have

different relational representations. The EDAK project has the

column names “Edition”, “Inscription type”, “Obejct type”,

“Region”, “Place”, “Date (epoch)”, “Text”, . . ., while CGRN

has the column names “Edition”, “Provenance”, “Place”,

“Date (century)”, “Text”, . . ..

To ensure comparability between centuries and epochs,

we have transformed them into a starting time (notBefore)

and an ending time (notAfter). For instance, the “imperial”

epoch was converted to notBefore=1 and notAfter=300. This

conversion allows for a standardized representation of time

periods, facilitating analysis and comparison across different

historical eras.

In [4] it is suggested to standardize tables, so that the

relational models consist of the same entity types, and thus

facilitates the data matching process. Since in our case the

mapping rules are given (defined by epigraphers), it is not

necessary to use the same database models for all databases,

especially since in practice this form of database entry would

not be accepted by the users due to the diverse requirements.

In the indexing step, it is shown that mapping rules, rather

than standardisation of databases, are sufficient to successfully

perform data matching. If the structure of the relational

database is already known, mapping EpiDoc data sets directly

to a database instance using XSLT or a similar transforma-

tion language may be easier and more efficient. However, if

these mapping rules are missing, our hypothesis is that large

language models can be useful to define such mapping rules

if the input data are the EpiDoc schemas and the EpiDoc

guidelines. We tested our hypothesis with the use of ChatGPT

[16], which has statistical knowledge, acquired through its

extensive training on large data sets. We gave ChatGPT the

EpiDoc guidelines as input and the two EpiDoc schemas,

and asked it to provide us with the mapping for transforming

EpiDoc data into a relational database. As output, we received

tables that correspond to the hierarchical structure of the XML

file. In total, ChatGPT delivered more tables than needed, but

all contents remain taken into consideration.

2) Indexing: Indexing includes identifying the key variables

for an efficient schema matching process. For existing rela-

tional databases, it can be assumed that the column names

belong to the key variables and are used for their project-

specific analysis. Therefore, the column names are regarded as

key variables. Since matching all key variables is inefficient,

a blocking procedure is traditionally used [4]. This reduces

the number of comparisons and improves performance. This

article employs an alternative approach to existing blocking

methods by utilizing the XML schema to identify matching

candidates. For seen data (mapping rules known), XSLT is

used, while ChatGPT is used for unseen data (mapping rules

are not known). The identification of matching candidates is

described in the next paragraph.

If two sets A and B of XML tags, where the sets A and B

are from different EpiDoc schemes, are mapped to the same

element, then that element is a matching candidate to be added

to the matching candidate set C. Let A = {a1, . . . ai} and

B = {b1, . . . bj} be sets of XML tags, and let f be a function

which represents a mapping from A to B: f : A → B, then

the matching candidates C are given by:

C = {b ∈ B : ∃a ∈ A with f(a) = b} (1)

In the given example, the EpiDoc schema “EDAK” be-

longs to set A and “CGRN” to set B. Table I displays

the column names used in the respective projects and the
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TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF MATCHING CANDIDATES DERIVED FROM THE EPIDOC

SCHEMES AND RELATIONAL REPRESENTATION OF THE EPIDOC CONTENT

EpiDoc

Schema

Column name XML tag matching

candidate
C

EDAK Edition title no

EDAK Inscription type term no

EDAK Object type objectType no

EDAK Region placeName yes

EDAK Place placeName yes

EDAK Date (epoch) origDate yes

EDAK Text div yes

CGRN Edition idno no

CGRN Provenance placeName yes

CGRN Date (century) origDate yes

CGRN Text div yes

TABLE II
MATCHING DATA OF EDAK AND CGRN

project ID placeName Sndx-PN

EDAK a1 Pisidia P230
EDAK a1 Antiochia A532
EDAK a2 Ephesus E120

CGRN b1 Ephesos E120
CGRN b2 Tomis T520
CGRN b3 Athens A352

corresponding XML tags. The matching candidates are C =
{placeName, origDate, div}.

a) Matching: The data also includes words that sound

similar and can also be judged semantically similar, e.g.

“Ephesus” and “Ephehos.” In the simple comparison, the terms

are evaluated as different, even though they are the same place.

The commonly used phonetic coding algorithm Soundex

is employed to find a match despite minor differences. Each

word is coded into a letter and a three-digit number sequence,

words with the same coding are scored as similar. That means

for our example that “Ephesus” coded as E120 and “Ephehos”

coded as E120 are semantically similar. For more details of

the Soundex algorithm is given in [15].

For data represented with the data type “Text” or “Date”,

the Soundex procedure is not applied as it maps to strings

and numeric values. Although “Date” is also a numeric value,

it represents a period of time, and the comparison of time

periods differs from that of strings and numeric values. This

is not considered in the indexing procedure, but in our com-

parison step.

Using the matching criteria Soundex for the matching

candidate “placeName,” then the indices and record pairs are

presented as shown in Table II. The matching key values P230,

A532, and E120 are identified. The only record pair that was

identified is (a2, b1) for E120.

Formally, the set of matching pairs are computed as follows:

fSndx : CASndx
→ CBSndx

P ={(a ∈ CASndx
, b ∈ CBSndx

) : ∃a ∈ CASndx

with fSndx(a) = b} (2)

When comparing the EDAK data set with the CGRN data

set, there is only the overlap with one region. This result was to

be expected, as it is common in the humanities for research to

be conducted in a very specialised area, and it can be assumed

that there is little overlap. Nevertheless, in the humanities one

is interested in finding other interpretations of texts or even the

same data sets. Our next application example shows that our

algorithm can also handle larger data sets and that more similar

data sets are to be expected in the context of a humanities

project. We split one part of the EDAK data set into two so

that we have 199 entries in one data set and 201 in the other.

Of these, 159 matching candidates were identified based on the

same region. The two comparisons (CGRN + EDAK; EDAK

part 1 + EDAK part 2) provide the results, as expected, with

a high degree of precision.

If comparison is made with the tables or columns provided

by ChatGPT, the difference is that there is a larger number

of tables or table columns that would have to be compared

with each others. As a result, as the number of tables grows,

more key candidates emerge and more matches are made than

would be necessary. However, if there are no mapping rules,

this approach is still helpful because precise results can still

be shown.

3) Comparison: The comparison process in schema match-

ing indicates the degree of similarity between two record pairs

to determine whether they are a match or not.

The comparison function c(ai, bj) maps the matching pairs

values of ai and bj as well as the pairs with the data type

“Text” to a similarity score in the range [0, 1], where 0

indicates no similarity and 1 indicates a perfect match. The

comparison function can be defined using different similarity

metrics, such as the Jaccard coefficient, cosine similarity, or

edit distance, depending on the characteristics of the schema

elements and the matching criteria.

In this article, the Jaccard similarity is used to compare

the sets of matching terms from P associated with ai and bj
defined as follows:

c(ai, bj) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

P (ai) ∩ P (bj)

P (ai) ∪ P (bj)

∣

∣

∣

∣

(3)

where |.| denotes the cardinality of a set. For dates, the

similarity is computed in the following way. Assuming d1 and

d2 represent the time periods da1
to da2

and db1 to db2 , the

date similarity is given by:

simdate(a1, b1) =

{

1 da1
≤ db2 and db1 ≤ da2

0 otherwise
(4)

If there is a temporal overlap, the similarity score is 1,

otherwise 0.

For “placeName”, the similarity score simplace is also 1 if

there is a match, otherwise 0.
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TABLE III
COMPARISON

ID placeName Date div simall

a1 Ephesus 0001 - 0300 [text]

b2 Ephesos -550 - 500 [text]

1 1 0.5 2.5

The comparison function can be used to rank the candidate

matches based on their similarity scores:

simall(ai, bj) = simplace(ai, bj)

+ simdate(ai, bj)

+ c(ai, bj) (5)

and to select the best match(es) according to a given threshold

or ranking criteria.

The comparison between the two EDAK data sets revealed

a similarity score ranging between 2.00 and 2.25. The deter-

mination of whether this score indicates a match is explained

in the following step.

4) Classification: Classifying the compared record pairs

based on their summed similarities is a two-class (binary)

classification task. Each compared record pair is classified

to be either a match (1) or a non-match (0) depending on

a threshold value θ.

The classification of each compared record pair can be

based on either the full comparison vectors or on the summed

similarities. Based on the summed similarity score, a match is

defined as:

match =

{

1 sim ≥ θ

0 otherwise
(6)

In the context of the project, a good value for θ is between

the “number of attributes” divided by 2 and the total “number

of attributes” to achieve matching results between approxi-

mately 50% and 100%. Formally:

number of attributes

2
≤ θ ≤ number of attributes. (7)

If θ = “number of attributes” (100% similarity), then it could

indicate a duplicate. It is important to note that, in general, the

optimal value for θ may depend on the specific characteristics

of the data sets being compared and the desired level of

similarity between them. Now the matching results can be

evaluated by experts.

5) Evaluation: In the EDAK project some dates are marked

as “Unknown”. In this case, the date should have been cleaned

up in the pre-processing step or should have been taken into

account in the algorithm with another θ value. After we

adjusted θ, the similarity score increased.

IV. FEDERATED INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

FIR is an approach used in information retrieval (IR) sys-

tems where multiple autonomous and distributed information

sources are integrated to provide a unified and comprehensive

Fig. 4. XSLT code shows that the EpiDoc data is read from the project CGRN

search experience. Unlike traditional centralized IR methods,

which rely on a single collection of documents, FIR treats

each information system as an independent source with its

own unique characteristics.

A federation of database systems is called federated

database system (FDBS) and integrates multiple autonomous

database systems into a single database system. However, the

identity of the individual databases is not lost in the merging

process. In general, the constituent the physically decentralized

databases are interconnected via computer networks.

We have implemented a prototype to integrate the new

indexing procedure into an FDBS and thus enable FIR. For

this purpose, we have written a Python script combined with

the XSLT stylesheets for each project (EDAK and CGRN)

that first transforms the EpiDoc data into a relational database

model. To do this, it was necessary to adapt the existing XSLT

stylesheets to transfer the project-specific mappings from

XML to a relational database. Fig. 4 shows the representative

XSLT source code representing how the EpiDoc data (date,

provenance, and text) is read from the CGRN project.

A further Python script was written for the presented

matching process of epigraphic research data to compute

the similarity score for the three selected attributes: “Place”,

“Date” (splitted into “notBefore” and “notAfter” to represent

a period), “Text”. The result of our script is a tabular listing

of all selected attributes that are ranked according to the

similarity score. CGRN and EDAK did not provide any results

for the area for the place name “Ephesus” and the period 1-300

(notBefore-notAfter). This result was almost to be expected,

since research in the field of the humanities is designed in

such a way that the projects are usually distinct in terms of

content and detail.

As evidence of the applicability of the new data matching

process, we generated two data sets from the EDAK project

and compared them with each other. In Table IV the top 10

results with the highest similarity are presented. In sum, we

have an overall similarity of 39.75% within the result set,

which was to be expected.
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TABLE IV
TOP 10 RESULTS OF THE EPIDOC DATA MATCHING PROCESS

Edak 1 Edak 2 notBefore notAfter Sndx-PN Sim_Score

TAM V 2, 1152 TAM V 2, 868 1 300 L356 2,25

TAM V 2, 1152 TAM V 2, 1151 1 300 L356 2,21

TAM V 2, 1075 TAM V 2, 1151 1 300 L356 2,20

TAM V 2, 1024 TAM V 2, 987 1 300 G430 2,19

MAMA VII, Nr. 67 Robinson, TAPhA 57 (1926) , Nr. 7 1 300 L250 2,19

Laminger-Pascher, Inschriften Lykaoniens (1992) , Nr. 303 Robinson, TAPhA 57 (1926) , Nr. 7 1 300 L250 2,19

TAM V 2, 1075 TAM V 2, 868 1 300 L356 2,19

TAM V 2, 1026 TAM V 2, 987 1 300 G430 2,17

TAM V 2, 1085 TAM V 2, 1061 1 300 G430 2,17

TAM V 2, 1024 TAM V 2, 1061 1 300 G430 2,17

MAMA VIII, Nr. 315 Robinson, TAPhA 57 (1926) , Nr. 7 1 300 L250 2,17

TAM V 2, 1182 TAM V 2, 868 1 300 L356 2,16

The current implementation so far only supports a search by

the three selected categories (attributes). We have also proto-

typically implemented our new EpiDoc data matching method

as an FIR in such a way that a user can enter the attributes

“placeName”, “notBefore”, “notAfter”, and “text.” As a result,

the user receives a list with the matching candidates and the

similarity score such as presented in Table IV.

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

This article is about the increasing importance of federated

information retrieval (FIR) in the field of humanities. An FIR,

unlike traditional centralised information retrieval methods,

treats each information system as an autonomous resource with

unique properties. The article proposes a novel EpiDoc data

matching procedure which uses the XML schema represen-

tations and relational representations to identify the matching

candidates, so that on the one hand the number of data matches

is reduced and on the other hand the precision is maintained.

The new procedure was successfully implemented as a proto-

type and will be evaluated in the future by transferring it to

the productive system at the Universität Hamburg.
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